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I • PHOBLEM AND REVIEW OF THE LITEHATURE 
StatemEmt .2J:. the Qrogle,m. For many years psycholo-
gists have been interested in studying methods by which it 
is possible to assess the presence and strengths of needs 
(drives) within the human being. In particular, it has long 
been felt that the needs of an individual are expressed in 
his daydreams or fantasies. The purpose of the present 
study was, then, to investigate e~pirically the relationship 
between reported daydreaming behavior and manifest needs. 
IIq.ROrttnqe <?.!. the studx;. Theories as to the nature 
of the relationehip between fantasy behavior and needs have 
usually been based on evidence derived in uncontrolled, 
non-experimental situations from limited samples of subjects. 
With,the development of projective techniques, however, it 
has been possible to measure expel'imentally at least some 
aspects of the .fantasy-need relationship. Unfox•tunately 
these studies have usually shown contradictory results, 
probably because of the apparent complexity of the phenomena 
investigated. 
More recently, scales of daydreaming behavior have 
been developed which are very similar in form to many 
current objectively-scored personality inventories. Studies 
utilizing the "fantasy scale" method have yielded valuable 
insights into the range, frequency, and contents of daydreams, 
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but they ha.ve as yet ~ontributed little to the assessment of 
needs or need strength within the individual. The present 
study · is an attempt to relate daydreaming behavior to 
manifest needs and hence contribute to the understanding of 
the relationship between fantasy and motivation. 
!b!qretic,!l, s.!f.ud1es. . Theories at tempting to explain 
daydreaming behavior have been Cie\i'eloped primarily as a 
result of the general concern with fantasy shown by psycho• 
analytic writ.ers. Freud (1949) e;xpre.ssed the belief that 
most human beings create :fantasies as·long as they live. He 
viewed daydreaming as a developmental phenomenon, theorizing 
that adult fantasy serves the same purpose of providing 
pleasure as did ch.ildhood playing. Believing that people 
:find it difficult to give up early aourees or plee.sure, 
1. e,, playing, Freud postu~ated that this pleasure is not 
actually given up but simply los~s its connections with real 
·objects. As the individual grows to adulthood and the 
"veality principle" becomes domi.nant in his psychological 
functioning, the daydveam is split off.' !'rom the rest or the 
thought processes and remains subordinate to the pleasure 
principle alone (Freud, 1951). 
Freud (1957) also expressed the opinion that daydreams 
are derivatives of unconscious "instinctual impulsesu which 
are not intensly cathected (do not have a great deal of 
affective value). He noted that people who are happy do not 
.... ,'• 
daydream., so he postulated that wishes (impulses) that are 
unsatisfied are the driving power behind fantasies. Freud 
( 1949) saw each daydream as being wish-fulfilling, and these 
wishes apparently vary according to different individuals* 
personalities. He classified all daydreams into two groups: 
' ' 
(a) ambitious (self•exhalting), and (b) erotic, though he 
observed that these two types of wishes are often united in 
the same fantasy. It was suggested that the daydreams of 
women are primarily erotic in nature, while men have many or 
both erotic and ambitious fantasies. Jil:t•eud also made note 
of the relationship between daydreams and nocturnal dreams, 
stating that they are the same, both in content and in 
function. 
Finally, F;reud ( 1949) analyzed the prOQEUls of the 
daydream into three temporal stages. In the first stage the 
fantasy is linked to some current event or impression which 
has the power to arouse a desir$. In the second stage the 
daydream returns to the past memory of an early, often 
infantile, experience where such a desire as the present one 
was fulfilled. This stage apparently takes place on an 
unconscious level. Then, in the third stage, the fantasy 
creates a future situation in whi.ch the wish is fulfilled. 
It is apparent that Freud felt that the daydream 
s•rved primarily pleasure and wish·fulf'illing functions. 
Other theorists,.suoh as Kris (1951); Hartmann (1951), and 
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Rapaport ( 1951), have agreed that the daydream does involve 
pleasures and wishes, but that these types of daydreams are 
the more "denial of realitytt fantasies. il'hey have postulated 
that the latter daydreams are at one pole of. a continuum or 
one end of a scale • At the other end of the scale are 
daydveams which se:rve supposedly mo:re positive oro.adaptive 
functions such as planning which are related closely to 
external reality .• 
Murray (19.37} has disagreed with the bipolar theory /' 
of. fantasy, emphasiting that daydres.ms are rarely related to 
reality and that their functio~s are very complex. He 
postulated that fantasy usually portrays actions with 
emotional value, that it usually deals with people or 
anthropomorphic animals: it is egocentric, driven by needs, 
and wish-fulfilling; it sometimes portrays anaiety and hate; 
it is pictorial, usually not problem ... solving, and usually 
comes and goes without conscious effort; it gives a feeling 
of reality as it develops and it is x-elated to overt 
behavior, thought, and neurotic symptoms. Symonds (1946) 
has added to the above list the defensive function of 
daydreami.ng (pro·teotion against una.ccElptible impulses and 
enhancement of self-esteem) and its possibilities for 
resolving inner conflicts and, aiding insight, 
Theories or fantasy, both past and prEHlent, have 
stressed the relationship between daydreaming and needs. 
Freud and other writers previously mentioned in this paper 
have all suggested the exi~tence of certain relationships 
between daydream contents and human needs or motives. Some· 
theorists have stress$d thatfantasies are indicators of.the 
presence of certain needs within the individual. Symonds 
(1949) has concluded that "fantasy is not merely a passing 
thought but .pepresents the mental equivalent or a drive ••• 
fantasy is. the impulse toward action. n Henry ( 19.5.3) has 
claimed that fantasy is a language which :ts "symbolic or •• • 
the pe:rson•s unde:rlying complex of motives and images." 
Iia<:iley (19.58) has advised the clinical psychologist to 
regard daydreaming as a form of compensation usually :resul• 
ting from the frustration of motives. Krech and Crutchfield 
(19$8) have concluded that fantasy reflects "aroused 
motivational states•• and. that uby studying the saliency and 
frequency of themes running through the fantasy behavior, it 
is possible to arrive at an estimate of the strength of 
motive states :relevant to such themes." 
Still other theorists have suggested. that the primary 
function, or at least one of t~e primary functions, of 
daydreaming is the satisfaction ot needs, 'l'his is what is 
termed the "drive :reduction" tbeo:r:•y of fantasy, Strong 
proponents of this theory include Freud ( 194.9) , who spoke of 
wish-fulfillment in daydreams, and Kris (1951), who has 
suggested that "non-neutralized" libido and aggr:eesion are 
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discharged in the more ttrantastic .fantasies.*' Murray (19.37) 
mentioned wish-fulfilling as being one of the many functions 
of daydreams, and Krech and others (1962) have spoken of the 
nautistic satisfaction" o.f motives. In addition, Fenichel 
(194$) discussed a "denial in fantfl.sy of reality" which 
permits the release of sexual, aggressive, and omnipotence 
feelings end aspirations ro:r :r.ecognition and status and .. , 
wards off the anxiety that would be produced if these 
impulses were expressed directly. 
h'mpirical studies. A. number of studies have been 
reported in the literature in attempts were made to investi• 
gate daydreaming behaviov. In some of these studies 
daydreaming was differentialed from urantasy" in general 
(however defined) by asking subjects to report on the 
frequency of actual daydream themes experienced in their 
' 
daily lives. Certain or these investigations· are related to 
theories of daydreaming; othAr studies were involved 
primarily with the normative aapecps of fantasy behavior. 
The latter investigations shall be discussed first. 
Singer and McCraven (1961) conducted a study which 
cont:ribute4 much to our present knowledge of the range, 
frequency, end content of daydreaming behavior. '!'hey 
hypothesized that, of their sample of 240 male.and female 
college students, those individuals who identified most 
strongly with their mothers :rather than with their fathers 
1 
would show g~eater tendencies to dayd~eam and greate~ 
crea'tivity in sto~ytelling. This postulate grew out of ,the 
recognition of a. tendency in our culture to ass1gn activities 
involving emotions, inner experience, art, and creativity to 
the realm of feminine behavior. The measures used in this 
research were a daydream. questionatre i~volving 100 fantasies 
divided into ten categories, a Parental Identification Scale, 
and original S·tories and daydreams reported by the subjects. 
The results of this study were exte.nsive, '!'he 
hypothesis proposed by Singer and McCraven was supported; that 
is, high daydream frequency subjects, as compared to low 
daydreaming frequency subjects, were judged to be more 
creative in storytelling and identified more strongly with 
their mothers. They found that 96% of their subjects 
reported some daily daydreaming, e.nd that the highest 
frequency or reported daydreams involved interpersonal 
contacts and ;f'uture actions. Most daydreaming appar(;)ntly 
occurs shortly before sleep, and most of' the subjects 
reported that they enjoyed their daydreams and were not 
ashamed of them. Fant(lsies were .said to oceul• least 
frequently on arising after sleep and during sexual activity, 
and most were reported to involve visual imagery and\to be 
made up of themes dealing with :financial security, sexual 
satisfaction, altruistic concern, or unusual good fortune. 
Most of these reported daydreams appeared to reflect 
exploration of the future through utx•1.al actions. n Some 
subjects reported experiencing frequent·da.ydreams or a 
bizarre na:ture; involving fantasies wi.th Messianic, homo-
sexual, and family murder themes. The researchers also 
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found that the frequency of daydreaming apparently declines 
trom the late·teens through the fifth decade, and that such 
f'requ.enoy was not related to me.:rital status, sex, education, 
or.-number of siblings. It was found, however, to be related 
to place or origin; individuals from rural and urban areas 
reported more frequent daydreaming than did suburban subjects• 
Also, Negros and Jewa reported significantly more use·of 
fantasy than did white, Anglo-saxon students. 
Singer and McCt·Lwen have concluded that daydxoeaming 
seems to be a skill learned under certain patterns of family 
attitude and fostered or impeded by certain sociocultural 
group valu~s. or paramount importance in tet•ms of the 
present study was the authors• observation that "the range 
of responses suggests that people*s responses to a question• 
aire will reveal considerable material concerning their 
private daydreams and admit to some thoughts that one might 
expect only a clinical relationship would elicit." 
Some other general studies of daydreaming behavior 
have been complete<i; they are of a more limited natu.1•e than 
the Singer and McCraven study discussed above. In one 
investigation, Rosenbaum. (Undated) compared the fantasy 
behavior of engineering and art students in college by use 
of. the Page-Epstei.n fantasy scale.. A number of ind:T.vidual 
items were found to different;iate b.ett'lleen the two groups, 
and art stu.dents reported greater· overall daydrearo.:tng 
frequency than did their eng:tneering counte;roparts .. 
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:Page (Undated} has studied sex dif:f.'er$nces via use of.' 
his fantasy scale and has found a large number of items 
which differen.tiateci between male and female college 
students. His results$ in a way predict<£~d by Freud (1949), 
showed that daydreams of aggression and possession of 
unusual power were more common among males than among 
females. 
Barrington (Undated), at the Un:i.versity of Wisconsin, 
completed two atudles of daydreaming behavior. In one he 
compared the total da~dream productivity of' college :males 
age 16 to 19 years with that of males age 20 through ~l~ 
years, anq found that the two groups did not differ 
significantly 4\ He did find~ hol-lever, that the older subjects 
reported a greater quentity of deviant fantasy.. In his 
. .· 
second study 11 Barrington { Unde.t;ed) inv~stigated the effects 
of problems on <iaydreaming behav1.or. Using the Mooney 
Problema Checklist tdth a sample of undergraduate college 
stu.dents# he was inte;roested in see:tng if h1.gh problem 
incidents correlated with high d.aydreaming incidents in the 
same category. None of' his comparisons achieved statistical 
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significance in the predicted direction but all came close, 
suggesting inadequacies in the classification of daydream 
ite:rua • 
. :tn an attempt to investigate the validity of the 
daydream scale for assessing actual daily fantasy behavior; 
Chira (Undated) correlated a day ... to-day journal of daydream• 
ing behavior .maintai:ned by fernale college students with their 
behavior on the Page Fant~sy Scale. Intensity o!' involvement 
in reported daydrewns t-Hls correlated significantly with 
overall produ.ctivity on the :f'anta~'Y scale, and similar 
results wer•e obtained for the relationships between repel--ted 
journal and Scale daydreams on six of fou:rteen Page Scale 
variables. In another study, Chi:ra (Undated) failed to find 
a significant relationship bet'L·H~en the 'tsu.ec&ss" subscale of 
the Page daydream scale, the success measu:r•e obtained from 
daydreaming journals, and a level of aspiration task, 
although performance on the daydreaming scale and on the 
joUl"l1al measure were signifioantly correlated. The findtngs 
of both of these latte;r:• studies lend some validity to the 
Page Scale as a measure of acttJ.a.l everyday daydreaming 
behavior. 
Saxton ( 1962) \iishecl to test the hypothesis that 
daydreams serve a defensive or adjust;ive function. Using 
two groups of high~grade retardates, one group judged hig9 
in .fantasy and the other group judged low according ·t;o 
ll 
reported daydreaming frequency. Saxton postulated that the 
hish fantasy group would adjust more readily than the low 
group to frus.t:ration. His hypothesis was supported, and in 
addition he found that frequency of daydreaming and amount of 
manifest anxiety were positively correlated. Saxton 
interpreted hl.s results as suggesting that on the less 
chronic anxiety levels, fantasy may function as a successful· 
defense mechanism under day-to•day transient situational 
1 
frustrations. 
As has been noted previousla· in this paper, one of' 
the main areas of interest of fantasy theorists has been the 
relationship between daydreaming and needs. Subsequently, a 
number of' empirical studies have been completed in an attempt 
to delineate experimentally this relationship. Singer and 
Antrobus (1963), in a factor-analytic study of daydreaming, 
administered a number of scales purporting to measure 
daydreaming, distractibility, creativity, verbal intelligence, 
neuroticism, and a number of other personality variables to 
a sample of college freshmen, They also·used a structured 
interview with each subject they teated. 1l:heir results 
showed no relationship between daydreaming frequency and 
intelligence, but certain types of fantasy appeared to be 
related to various personality traits. A cluster analysis 
of the original factors resulted in the discovery of a 
bipolar cluster of fantasy behavior with the more "fantastic1': 
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autistic, wish-fulfilling (need•satisfying) fantasies at one 
pole arid the more controlled, problem-solving daydreams at 
the other pole. ~hese results lend some validity to the 
b~polar theory of fantasy proposed by Kris (l9Sl), and they 
suggest that drive-reduction is perhaps only one of many 
daydream functions. 
Although need satisfaction may be only one function 
ot fantasy, certain investigations have shown that this 
substitute satisfaction is probably an actual phenomenon. 
Feshbaoh {195') found that when aggression was experimentally 
aroused in two groups of college students, one group of 
which was permitted fantasy activity, on post ... testing the 
subsequent aggressive drive of the group permitted fantasy 
activity seemed weaker than the agjressive drive or subjects 
not erigaged in fantasy activity. .Page (1956) also found 
results which may be interpreted as supporting the drive• 
reduction theo:r:•y of fantasy. The Thematic Apperception Test 
protocols of a group of college coeds who reportGd frequ.ent 
daydreaming were compared with the protocols of low-day ... 
dreaming coeds by several trained clinical psychologists. 
,, 
No differences between the groups were found on the variable 
of verbal productivity in TAT responses, but the responses 
of the "low" group tended to be more complex. This group 
tended to become more emotionally involved in their TAT 
fantasies then those in the nhigh" group, and a general 
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inverse relationship was fot1nd. between needs as expressed on 
the TAT and as .expressed .by'frequency·of relevant daydream 
themes. Page has concluded that .the frequent d~ydreamer 
seems to derive more satisfaction of his' needs (drive · 
reduction) via daydreaming than does the low-fantasy 
individual. Hence the frequent daydreamer finds little 
involvement in the structured ff.lntasy situation of. the TA'l'. 
In a study which has demonstrated, though some\>Jhat 
indirectly, the validity or fantasy scales as measures or 
needs, Singer and others (1961) asked a group of subjects 
to complete a daydr~aming scale, report on one oi- their own 
daydreams 1 and compose an original story. The stories and 
reported daydreams were scoredfor the presence and magni• 
tudes of the needs for achieveme%lt 1 1.\.f!'iliation, and self·· 
aggrandizement by the method developed by McClelland and 
Atkinson. Significant correlations in the predicted 
directions were found between the latter scores and scores 
on the corresponding daydream subscales. 
Several studies mentioned abotre have dealt with the 
relationship between daydreaming and needs. "Need" is a 
hypothetical construct. often used synonimously with "motive" 
and"drive." A need has been defined as the lack of something 
which is necessary for the furtherance of the welfare of the 
organi~m or for facilitating ita usual behavi•r. A 
"xnanif'est" need is defined as a need which is inferrable 
.. . ~. 
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from behavior or which has "erupte~ into overt behavior" 
(English & English, 19.$8). 'l'he pri.mawy concern of the present 
,etudy was in the relationship between the fantasy expression 
of needs and manifest needs. As certain investigations which 
are discussed further on have shown, a positive relationship 
between these two forms of need expression may be in part a 
function of the influence of certain other variables. In 
particular; it has been shown that the question of overt 
nEJ~ed expression must always be considered in relation to .. 
defensiveness. Freud (1949) mentioned that needs may be 
unfulfilled in the real world and others (Feniohel, 1945; 
Symonds, 1946) have agreed that aggression and other more•or• 
less socially unacceptable motives are defended against 
(1, e., prevented from becoming m~ifest) and may find 
' 
expression and perhaps an outlet in fantasy. 
As Page (1956) and other researchers have shown, 
caution must be used when generalizations from thematic 
projective technique protocols to studies involving reported 
daydreaming behavior are attempted. However, several 
studies using thematic devices have demonstrated the role of 
defensiveness in the relationship between fantasy need 
expression and manifest needs. Pittluch (1950), who studied 
a "middle-class sample:': failed to find a significant 
relationship between the frequency of aggressive TAT themes 
and ratings of overt aggressive need expression. He found 
that his prediction possibilities imp:roved, however, when 
he took into account statements which suggested s.nxiet~r 
(and hence defensiveness) over aggression. 
Kagan (1956). studied a sample of middle-class boys by 
using realistic stimulus ca~ds and teachers' ratings of 
behavior, and he !'ound a fairly direct relationship between 
the production of aggressive themes and rated overt.aggres• 
sion. He suggested that the failure of some youngsters to 
give aggressive themes to pictures very suggestive of 
fighting may have been due to tlrutiety about aggressive 
thoughts and behavior. Mussen and Naylor ( 1954) • after 
studying a sample of 29 lower-class boys with the TAT, 
concluded with Kagan that the expression of aggression in 
ovel:'t behavior is inhibited in those boys who fear punishment 
tor such actions. 
Fisher and Morton (19.57) have reported the results of 
a complex investigation of the prediction of overt behavior 
trom fantasy themes. Their subjects were 140 non-psychiatric 
male veterans in a tuberculosis ward who ·were rated as to 
their ward behavior by attendants, nurses, and physicians, 
and were administered the TAT. The behavior measures used 
were rated on a scale ranging from those behaviors which the 
subject is least able to camouflage in a sooially•approved 
direction to those behaviors moat easily distorted. Examples 
of the former kind of' behaviox• included rate or bacterial 
conversion and evaluations of. ward behavior by nurses; 
examples of easily-camouflaged behaviors include the 
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subject's verbal report of how he felt about his physician and · 
how well he got along with authority figures. The primary 
:CAT measure used to predict behavio:v was the individual's 
fantasies regarding authority figures (pal~ental images), and 
whether these figu:r:tes appeared strong or weak. It was :Celt 
that due to the passive-receptive hospital environment, an 
individual's perception of authorities would best predict 
his modo of adaption to such a s.ituation. The results of 
this study showed that the 'l'AT measure was best able to 
predict behavior in those areas· least subject to camouflage, 
e. g., length of hospitalization. F,isher and Morton concluded 
from this that certain modes of behavtor are mox•e directly. 
linked to fantasy ·than Elre other suofi mode.s. Defensiveness, 
in this study, would appear to have been the linking variable. 
In other studies researchers have attempted to investi• 
gate whether the observed discrepancy between overt and 
fantasy needs would. hold true in the ease of motives having 
greater social approval. Kagan and Mussen (19$6) investi• 
gated the relationship between overt and fantasy expressions 
of the dependency need. After having studied 27 male 
undergraduates in an Asch confonnity situation, they found 
that. those individuals who portx•ayed dependency themes or1 
the TAT conformed to incorrect group opinions significantly 
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more of.ten than. did subjects who did not exp;ress such themes. 
They found• therefore, a positive relationship between the 
depen<Hmcy need as it was expressed in fantasy and in overt 
b0havior. Also, bGea.use it is possible to reasonably 
interpret the 0 dependencyU themes in thiS StUdy in terms Of 
the need.for affiliation, aome support is given for postu-
lating a posit-ive relationship between the fantasy and 
manifest expressions of the need for affiliation. 
Atldn~on, McClelland, and others (Atkinson, 19.$8) have 
completed a vast number of st11dies dealing primarily with 
the relationship between T.A.T and overt expl~essions of the 
achievement and affiliation needs, Althol.lgh they did not 
deal with the concept of defensiveness and although any 
rev~.ew or their work would requit>e a book in itself, a series 
of moderato but positive correlations havr;, been .found between 
fantasy (TAT) and manifest needs; suggesting again ·chat a. 
voaitive relationship may be expected between the fantasy and 
overt expression of such more-or ... less socially approved needs. 
Relating rather olose,ly to the present study, Reiter 
(1963) investigated the relationships botween a scale of 
reported daydreaming behavior ( Pa.ge Scale) • the Edwards 
Personal Preference Schedu.le need-achievement subsoale, 
VElrious measu.x•es of manifest anxiety 1 tho Cattell. l6PP' 
Questionaire, and the Iowa. Picture Interp:t•etation Test (IPii1 ) 
for a sample of male a.nd female college students. '.rhe Page 
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and. Edwax-ds need•a.chievement subscales were found to correlate 
·.34 (significant at the .01 level); frequency or daydreaming 
was found, a~ in other studies, to be significantly related 
to all measures of ,anxiety, and neither overall fantasy 
frequency nor any score on the Page subscales was signifi• 
oantly related to either academic achievement or to any.of 
the IPlT.subsoales. Since the EPPS is considered to be an 
objective measure of manifest needs, a positive relationship 
may be noted in this case between daydream and manifest 
need-achievement expression. 
One study utilizing the Edwards scale has shown the 
interrelationship between defensiveness and the manifest need 
expression of socially unaccept·able motives, Edwards ( 1959) 
correlated the EPPS and the l-iinnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory (MMl'I) in a sample of 106 college students. He 
found significant negative correlations between the MMPI ·K -
Scale (thought to be a measure of the tendency to give 
socially desirable responses) and the EPPS Autonomy, 
Bu.ccora.nce, and Aggression scales. It is possible to 
interpret these results as being indicative or a tendency to 
suppress, consciously or unconsciously, the manifest 
expression or the three Edwards need variables. 
Although this review of the literatux•e has raised many 
more questions than it has answered, certain tentative 
conclusions were drawn rrom th.e literature regar.ding the 
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rel.ationsh1IJ betl-seen daydx-eruning arid need expression. First;. 
it appeared that the type of behavior commonly referr•ed to 
as daydreaming may perha,ps ·be broken down into two categories: 
( 1) fantasies that represent attempts t;o solve reality · 
probl.ems; and (2) fantasies l>Jhioh deal with the substitute 
satisfe.ction of' needs ("wish fulfillment.,)·. No attempt was 
made :'l.n the present stndy, however~, to differentiatE\ between 
these two class0s of daydreams •. Second, it seemed possible 
thet some daydreaming me.y permit the t\Ubstitute satisfaction 
of needs ("drive reductior,~.*'). The results of studies done 
i.n this area are contradictory, but if' su.oh need satisfaction 
does take place, then one might expect a. low or negative 
relat:tonshii) between the amount of need ex.r>ression in day~ 
dx·eama and the magnl tude of such expression in over·t 
behavior. Thivd, the mani:f'eet expression or needs which are 
also expressed in daydreams will be influenced by a factor of 
defensiveness; that is, individuals tend to be hindered in 
the overt expression of needs .t-Ihich are considered to be 
socially tlnaoceptable. /tnd .fourth, the moot parsimonious 
con.clusion which was drawn from the revi.ew of the lite:r•ature 
is that daydreams repretHJmt the J)resenoe and strength of 
neod states within the 1ndlv1dual. 
~~,Ipothesis. On the basis of the tentative conclusions 
gene:t'ated by the reviet-1 of the releva.nt li terEiture, the 
following l'lY!>OtheaefJ were formllla ted. It was hypo thee ized 
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that (l) there will ba a significant positive relationship 
between the expression of nEHHis in reported daydreaming 
themes and the expression of these needs o:n an objeotiv.e 
measure of manifEtst needs;.and (2) the magnitude of this 
relationship will be significantly larger in the ease of. the 
more socially acceptable (low ... <ie:tensive) needs (achievement 
and aftiliation) than in th~ Qase of less .acceptable (high .. 
defensive) needs (abasement and aggression). 
II. MlE'.rHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Subjects.. IJ:1he subjects who participated in the 
present study were 87 male and female undergraduate college 
students who were arbitrarily drawn from a population of 
approximately lSO students in the General l"'aychology cour$e 
at the University of the Pacific. Because of the sm.tall 
number or male subjects available from this population .. it 
was necessary te> request that all males who appeared for 
class participate in the study._ Although the aforementioned 
method of selecting subjects was not ideal for insuring a 
random sample, it was a practice.l way available at that time 
for insuring an adequate subject sample. 
In Table I the sample is described in terms of the 
variables of age, year in college at· the time of the study, 
and gl'ade point average for the previous semester. Separate 
means and standard d$viations were calculated for males and 
femal$s on e.ach o.f' the demographic variables. It would 
appear from an inspection of Table I that the two sexes did 
not diffel' appreciably in their means for the variables of 
age and ability .. although the average yea!' in college was 
higher foX' the males., Some variation among standard 
deviations for age and year in college was noted, but this 
may be explained in terms of the large difference in the 
sizes of the male and female samples. 
'l'.A.BLE I 
DESCRIPTION OF SUBJEQ'l' SAt~fiJn IN '~EIU?.S OF AGK; Y!~AR 
IN COLLI!iG-E., AND GRADE.,.POINT AVERAGE 
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Materials. The two paper•and-penoil scales llsed in 
the present research were the Edwards Personal Preference 
Schedllle and an altered experimental version of the Page 
Fantasy Scale. The E.Pl.,S 1s a personality inventory purpov ... 
ting to 1nes.sure fifteen ttmanifee·t needs!'. It consists of 
225 pairs of forced-choice statements developed to conl;rol 
for the soci~J.l desirability variable in test-taking. Retest 
:reliabllities of the fifteen sc~ales range f~om .'/4 ·to .08; 
spl.it half, from .60 to .87 (Edwards, 1959). Little 
validity data was reported by Edwards in the EPPS Manual, 
but some recent studies by other investigators lend support 
to tho scale's construct validity (Euros, 1959; Anastasi, 
1.964). :Page (1959) has reported tentative norms and 
reliability data fo:t• the full ... ler1gth. ( l$0 i te.rn) daydreaming 
questionaire. He found a split ... half reliability coefficient 
of .90 for the 1natrwnent and a nwnbez• of iter11s ·which 
reliably differentiated betv-Jeen male and fe:rna.le college 
stu.dants. Validity data for this scale are soa:.r.~oe, but 1uay 
be noted from the studies Lttilizing the scale reported in 
Chapter I. l'his particula:tl inventory requires the subject to 
report on the frequency with which he has exporienced certain 
dElydream themes in his ordinary life situation. He rates 
each scale item on a :rlii).J.ge of from one to five, depending on 
how frequently he has experienced Sllch a dayd~eam. 
In the beginning an attempt was m.ade to fit the 
various items in the original fage Fantasy Scale into the 
classification of manifest needs utilized in the EPPS 
(Edwards, 19.59). Three judgelol who had had p:r•ior expex'ienoe 
in the use of the :E:PPS i11deper1dently judged each I~,antasy 
Scale item in ·te.rrns of which one o:.c• the other of the fifteen 
Edwards need "'rariablas was pl"edominant. The judges t ratings 
were found to coinpletely agree on 66% of the daydream i tams 11 
and with the eho1ces of ·the othe:.r• j\ldgea available to him, 
each judge again categorized e~ch fantasy item in terms of 
·the one predominant need expressed. It was felt that ·the 
final interjudge agreement for 80% of these items indicated 
sufficient inte:r:r•atex• :reliability to pex•:cui t the classifica-
tion of' the daydream i toms. into need scales. 
·rt waa doc1ded that. a need subsoale in the daydreaming 
. qucstionaire would require a minimum or at; least ten items 
in order to bo useful,. Five of the fifteen need variables 
.. were found. to be adoquat~ly represented in daydream items; 
those va:u?iables were Achievement, Intraoeption, Abasment, 
Aggression, and Affilita:tion. r.l:he Intraoeption 1 terns were 
subsequently discarded, as an item analysis showed this to 
be somewhat of a 11\<Jaatebaslr.et" t.Hl.tegory made up of otherwise 
unolassi.fiabls dayd:roara' items. ~he Affiliation and Nurturanoe 
items were combined into one scale of "Affiliation", since 
Edwards ( 19.59) found tha·t tho two val"iables are highly 
signi!'ioantly positively col .. :r>elat.ed {for anN of 1509) in 
the college population. 
'l'he final scale of x•eported daydreaming behavior used. 
in the present study is p.t'es~.:nted in the Appendix. It 
consi::r~ed of ,58 :r•a.ndomly-arl1an.ged items olass:tf:ted irrtw four 
subscales representing the fantasy expression of the needs 
for ao:tlievement, affilisttion; abasement, and e.ggross:ton t:lS 
they '!t1&re ca'tegor:I.zed by the ju.dg~s a11d defined by ~idwa.rds 
( 1959). In order to !'ao1.11 ta:te the investigation or d61.y ... 
dreaming and roan11'est need expreasj,on as they are related to 
defensiv~ness or social des:t.ra.bil,.ty $ the previous three 
judges were &oked to .rr.mk the four n~eq VQ.riables in terms 
of t<~hather or not college students would tend to be 
defensive and 1nhib1t¢d in the mal'1,1faat o:xpres$1Pn of such 
needs. The 1.ndependent ratings of the judges were in 
agraement; achieve1nent and af.filia,t:ton were rated as "low-
defensive" needs (ranks OnE·) and two) 1 and abasement fJ.nd 
aggrtHl s ion .t "high• defensive •• (ranks ·t;;hree and four) • 
Q.ll~rational 'definitions 2£·· manifest 1\f.le,d ~,3Sllr'~ss~gn: 
!aE! f.ant&Si£ nEHild easprensj·O.-~· In the l)X'$Sent stLldy the 
~.xpre$aion of the strength 9.f manifest needs was defined 
operationally in terms of. raw scores attained on the achieve ... 
ment, atfilie.tion, abasement, and aggret'ision subsoales of 
the Edwards Personal .P.re.f'erence Schedule. Fantasy 
(daydreaming) need expression was operationally defined in 
terms of raw scores achieved on reported daydream items 
judged to be expressive of the four needs under investigation. 
High scores on individual daydream iterns indicated that the 
subject recalled frequent daydreams associated with such 
needs, and frequency of reported daydream themes was defined 
as being indicative of the strength of' the relevant needs. 
~he experimental daydream scale used in this study which is 
included in the Appendix indicates the predominant need each 
fantasy- item was judged as expressing. 
P£ocedurt• An attempt to control for response bias 
' 
was made by dividing the original group of subjects into two 
groups, one of which received the EPPS first and one of 'which 
began with the Fantasy Scale. The subjects were administered 
the first instrument during the original class period; they. 
then complet.ed the study throughout one week in their 
respective psychology laboratory- sections. Although both of 
the scales used in the experiment were prefaced by exp;Licit 
directions as to how to answer the questions, the experi-
menter requested that· all subjects read the directions ·very 
carefully before beginning, .and that they make an attempt to 
be completely frank in thei:r responses. 
Statistical tnal~sis ,2! the ~· Via a process of 
dividing up EPPS p:t•otocols according to sex of subject and 
order of presentation, shuffling each set of protocols 
separately, and then distributing them odd•even into two 
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piles, it was possible to derive randomly two groups of 
subjects from the original sample to investigate the effects 
of sex differences of the obta:t~ed correlations. .Pearson 
produot•moment coefficients of correlation were calculated 
between the EPFS and Day·dream measures for each of the four 
need variables separately.f'or m:ales 'and females using one. of 
the two preliminary samples of subjects •.. Since ·certain sex 
differences were found among the resulting correlations, it 
was decided to maintain t~is sex differentiation in 
calculating the correlation coefficients for the final 
(combined) sample. 
The level or signifioaneetor all statistical tests 
used in this study was set at the; 5% level. Because the 
empiric·al ·hypotheses of this study predicted that the 
relati.onships between and among the various need measures· 
would be iri a particular direction, one-t$.11 testa of 
significance of' differences bet'Ween correlation coefficients 
were used •. 
I II • RESULTS .. 
Table II presents the means and standard deviations 
of college students on the manifest and daydrewn measures of 
the four need variables investigated in this study. The 
data appearing in '.Cable II .show that certain statistically 
significant differences were found between the male and 
female subjects for certain needs on both the daydreaming 
and EFPS instruments. T tests of significance, indicated 
that females achieved sco):•es $ignifioantly higher than their 
male counterparts on the E.PPS need•abasernent and Fantasy 
need-affiliation variables, and ;male.$ achieved higher scores 
than females on the Edwards achievement measure and on both 
scales for the variable of aggression. 
An. attempt was made in the present study, 'by the use 
of product•moment correlations, to assess the possible 
relationships between the variables of age and academic 
ability (as measured by grade•point average for the previous 
semester) and either of the mee.aures of need expression or 
the four need variables investigated. The results of these 
correlations for the total subject sample (males and females 
combined) are illustrated in ~able III. Only one of these 
correlation coefficients was found to be significantly 
different from zero; this was a negative correlation between 




.MEANS AND STANDARD lEVIATlONS OF' SCORES OF EXPERIMENTAL 
.. ,-~~'SUBJECTS ON EACH lfEED VARIABLE ANl> SIGNIFICANCE'i;OF 
DIFFERENCES :BETWEEN MEAN SCORES FOR 
MALE AND FEMALE SUBJECTS 
Males {n-29) Females {n=$8) Signi.f'. Total 
M S.D. M s.D. LeYel M 
(n=87) 
S.D .. 
Achievement ·. 1$.24· 4.8 l.J.l.7·-.. -3.9 (.0,5 1.3 •. 6) ... · .! 4.-3 
Af:filiation. 1$.00 4.5 1.6.)6' 3-9 n. s. l.$ .. 91 •. 4.2 
Abasement 1.3.03 .·· 5.3 16.01 5.7 <.Ol .15.02 . 5.7 
Agression 14.76 4.1 12.53 4-5 (.05 13.27 4·4-
Fantasz Seale 
Achievement 45-55 10.4 44-41 .10.) n. s. 44.79 10.5 
Af:filiation: 36.27 6.3 40.81 9.1 <.01 39.30 8.8 
Abasement 27.75 6.2 29.76 7.3 n. s. 29.09 7.1 
Aggression 33.20 6.6 31.48 8.5 (.01 32.05 a.o 
1\) 
~ 
~ ,: .. 
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001\Rb.iLA'.t'ION COEFFICIENTS OF AGE AND GRADE POINT 
AVERAGE WITH EP.P$ AND DAYDREAI~ING NEED VARIABLES 
Achievement 
D. D. EPPS 
Affiliation 
D. D~ EPPS 
-·· 
... oa .21 -.20 ..... o2 
.02 .ao -.07 ___ .......;.... ______________ .. ________ ___.;_ 
Abasement Aggression 




correlation was then computed to assess the influence or the 
age :factor on the obtained oorrelati.on (noted in Table IV) 
between the F'antasy and Edwards measures of the abasement 
need (:for the total $atllple). The removal of the influence 
of age resulted in an abasement correlation coefficient of .02. 
1:Che relat,ionsh,ies betwqen: measures 51.!: need exJ2ress.i;2It• 
To test the empi~ical hypotheses of the present study, 
fearson product-moment coefficients of correlation were 
calculated between the manifest and daydreaming me.asures of 
the four need variables for the .males, females, and the 
subject sample as a whole. As shown in :£able IV, the sizes 
of these need variable correlations appeared to vary among 
the male and female subjects. Such variation was e~pected 
due to the significant differences :found between the sco:res 
of males and fema~es on the need measures. In qrder to 
inv~stigate th~ m~gnitude .of such variations amqng oorrela-· 
tiona, critical ratios were calculated tor the differences 
between the correlations for males and females on each of 
the four need variables. IJ.1hese critical ratios, also 
presented in ':rable IV, indicated that such differences were 
not statistically significant. 
It was predicted that a significant positive relation-
ship would be found between the manifest and daydrerun.ing 
expression ot needs. This hypothesis was confirmed in the 




CORRELATIONS .BETWEEN THE F.AWTASY AND MAliiFEST NEED 
· , ' VARIABLES AND CRITICAL l1ATIOS BETWEEN 
, CORRJSLAT IONS Jl,OR HALES AND FEMALJ'j;S 
Males " Females 
n r n x-
C~itical Total Sample 
Variable. 
I ·, ·~. :; o'l'' 
Achievement 29 .14 61 .23i~ 
Affiliation 29 .15 61 •• o:t 
Abasement 29 .27 61 -.o) r' 
Aggtr&B_$:i,Qn 29 .14 60 .32* 
. -, ..... 
* Sign~ficant. at the· . • 05 lev$1 














; :U.:ffec~s ot: age ~artialled out 
'. ' ··, ·~ 
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confirmed in the cases of the affiliation and abasement 
needs. It will be noted from Table. IV that the hypothesis was 
confirmed in the above-mentioned two cases primarily because 
of the contributions of the relatively large correlations for 
the female subjects to the correlations for the combined 
sample. · 
l"{eeg e.~eressio11 agd de!'ensivEmegE!• The second 
hypo·thesis or this study, that the relationships between the 
manifest and daydreaming maat;~.ures of need, expression would 
be significantly stronger in the case of' needs judged as 
evoking little "defensiveness" as compared to high ... de!'ensive 
needs, was not supported by t~e data. The need variables in 
Table IV were 1"anked from top. to bottom in terms of the 
least to most .ude.fended against" (provocative of social 
desirability responses), yet the sizes o:t the eorrelat ion 
coefficients &.ppeax~ in random or $.lmost reverse or• der .t':rom 
the pr(3d1Qi;ed. direction.. Three diff~rences between !!. •s did 
.appar~ntly fa:J.l in the direction as predicted by the hypothe• 
sis; critical ratios were calculated in order to test the 
signi!'.icance of' these differences !'rom those .. which would be 
expected on the basis of chance. The differences tested 
were between the affiliation and aggression correlation 
coefficients for male subjects and between the correlations 
for achievement and abasement for :females and for the total 
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sample. As may be se•n in Table V 1 two of these differences 
approached significance (p.<.lO), those between the. achieve• 
ment and abasem.ent variables for the female ·Subjects and for 
the total sample. 
In order to study rnore fully the relationship between 
needs rated as high-defensive and needsrated as low .. defensive, 
the obtained hJgh-defensive correlations. (for abasement and 
aggression) were combined and averaged by the use of ~ 
transformations, as we~e the correlations for the low-
defensive needs (tor achievement and affiliation),. The 
crit:tca.l ratio computed for the difference between these two 
combined ~'a was not statistically significant, so the 




CRI'l110AL RATIOS BE'l'WEEN COH.RELA9.'IONS FOR :NEED VARIABLES 
WHICH DIF'FERED IN THE PREDICTEP DIRECTION 
-
Critical Level or 
Variables Subjeots n Ratios Signit. 
Affiliation-Aggression Males 29 o.o3 n. s. 
Achievemen~·Abasement Female$ 61 1.4) .P<.lO 
Achievement-Abasement All Ss 90 1.46 p (.10 
- illlflolol I,.,., .... ~ .. - . .... , ............... ................ .. .. .'.~~~~~- . .. ~.ii!'=t.tl!. .. ..I ... '!• I~~ . . 
.,\',, 
IV. DISCUSSION 
In the present study males were found to express 
significantly stronger manifest needs than females for 
achievement and aggression, while females expressed stronger 
needs for abasement on the EPPS. These findings are almost 
identical with those of Edwards (19.$9), who also noted 
significant differences in the same directions for these same 
four needs in a sample of 1.$09 college students. 
On the Fantasy Scale certain significant differences 
in average scores were also found between male and female 
subjects foll the need variables as expressed in reported 
daydlleams. The need for aggression was expressed more 
strongly by males in their daydreams than by females, but 
women expressed stronger needs for affiliation. Again these 
results are in at least partial agreement with a published 
study. Page (Undated) has found that the reported daydreams 
of male college students deal more often with themes of 
aggression and the possession of unusual powell and ability 
than do those of females. And as was found in the present 
study, women daydreamed more frequently than men about 
"contact with others,. (affiliation). 
The close correspondence noted between the behavior ot 
the present subject sample and the subject samples drawn from 
other universities on both of the measures of need expression 
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may be suggestive of a representativeness of the sample; but 
one should not incautiously generalize to the larger 
population of students. 
One interesting finding of the present study was the 
discovery of a negative relationship betlveen the manifest 
(EPFS) expression of the need tor abasement and age. These 
results may be related to the findings of Sanford (1956), 
who discovere'd 11 in. his study or college students, that 
significant personality changes .do occur over the four"year 
underg;raduate period. By comparing first-with fourth.-year 
students, Sanford found that seniors have gone through 
certain stages which often result in their Qeing, among 
other things, more flexible, tolerant, rebellious, and 
unorthodox. He stated that as a group, seniors, in compari-
son with freshmen, are less willing to accept authority as a 
basis tor beliefs and are more independent in their attitudes 
about many things. If it can be a,ssumed that this increase 
in independence•oriented behavior over the fou:r years of. 
college reflects a lessening in the need tor abasement, 
(defined by Anastasi, 1964~ as the need nto feel guilty when 
one has done wrong, to accept bl.ame, to feel timid and 
inferior''), then Sanford's findings appear to agree closely 
with those of the present investigation. 
Daydreamins and manifest needs. It has been noted 
that in the .present study no significant relationships were 
I\ 
found between the daydream and manifest measures of need 
expression tor ·any of the variables in the case of the male 
subjects alone, and two need variables (affiliation and 
abasement) did not produce significant correlations among 
the female sllbjects or the combined sample. ~he sizes of 
the correlation coefficients varied among the male and female 
subjects, butthe correlations wel:'e found to be not s1gn1fi• 
oa.ntly different from one another. 'l1he finding of a positive 
relationship in the case of the achievement need for the 
combined subject·sample was consistent with Reietr's (1963) 
report of a positive .£ of .34, in a mixed college sample, 
between the EPPS and Page Fantasy Scale achievement 
subscales. 
One fac.tor which may have lowered the correlations, 
particularly tor the variables or affiliation and abasement, 
was that of the item selection in the need subsoales of the 
Fantasy Scale. Each. item was originally rated as to which 
need it primarily expressed. Although interjudge agreement 
was high for these choices, the Page Fantasy Scale, in its 
original form from which the items for the present experi-
mental scale were drawn, was not created in order to measure 
the particular need variables defined by Edwards (1959) and 
measured by the EPPS. ~he fantasy items were classified as 
closely as possible within the framework of the Edwards 
variables, but all of' the three judges noted at the time of 
the classification that many daydream i tams on the Page .· 
Sc~le appeared to express more than one need (hence the 
claiisif'ication of items in terms of. the J.!l'incie:&.! need 
expres$ed). 
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One additional .factor 'Which mayhave suppressed the 
:finding of the expected positive relationships between the 
EPPS and Fantasy Scale measures of need strength is the .. 
possibility, that individuals are.not able to accurately 
remember and report on the relative frequency with which they 
have experienced. certain daydreams • Although there is some 
evidence that subjects are more ... or•less able to recall the 
frequency of certain daydreams accurately (Chira, Undated),. 
this evidence is inconclusive and was drawn .from a small 
sample of c.ollege females •. 1•he possibility of a memory 
factor influencing the corr>elatio.ns which resulted should 
not be overloolted. 
A third explanation may be {.)f'fered in interpreting 
the low obtained correlations .of the present study. The 
possibility exists that the low co7relations between the 
daydreaming and EPPS need measures were due to different 
a-mounts of substitute need satisfaction ocoul'ring tor 
different needs and possibly for different sexes, in day• 
dreams. For example, males may achieve greater satisfaction t 
of their needs for aggression in daydreaming, as compared to 
females, and hence the manifest expression of aggression for 
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males would not be as great as theil .. expression of thia need 
in fantasy. The resulting fantasy-manifest need correlation 
would be small. 
It may be suggested that, although low correlations 
were indeed fomld in this study, the postulated relationship 
between fantasy and manifest need expression m~y have beeen 
lent limited empirical support. Guilford (19$6) has pointed 
out that "when one is investigating a purely theoretical 
problem, even very·sm.all correlations; if statistically 
significant ••• are often very indicative of psychological 
law." He has also mentioned, as has been noted above, that 
1>1hen a relationship between two variables has been established 
"beyond reasonable doubt,u then low obtained correlations 
may wel.l 'b~ a function of the influence of variables unoon• 
trolled in: and contaminating the measurement situation. One 
possible interpretation o.f the data, therefore, is that a 
positive relationship was found between the expressio~ of 
certain needs in daydreams and in manifest behavioral 
tendencies, but the magnitude of such a relationship was 
difficult to determine due to the influence of uncontrolled 
variables. 
~ defensiveness hxeothesi!• The second hypothesis 
investigated in the present study was based on the assumption 
that certain needs do not always find complete expression in 
overt behavior because individuals have learned that the 
outward expression of such needs is disMpproved of in our 
culture. Hence one may consciousl;y or unconsciously disguise 
these needs and refrain from their manifest expression. 'Two 
of the need variables in the present study were rated by 
judges as being 11higb defensive;' meaning that they are not 
as apt to be overtly expressed as are the two "low defensive 
'.l;he results of the study do not bear out this 
hypothesis, and a number of possible explanations of these 
negative findings may be of'ferred. 
'l'he first of these explanations is that the predicted 
defensive behavior t'\laS not found partially because of the 
errors of measurement (item selection) discussed in the 
preceding section. 
A second evaluation of the negative results may be 
offerred with respect to the ranking of the four need 
varie.bles on a scale of If defensiveness." Although there was 
interjudge agreement on this ranking, this does not instwe 
that the judgements li-lere n valid measllre of defensiveness. 
A third explanation of the obtained negative results 
is that no variations in the sizes of the correlation 
coefficients were found because Edwards has been successful 
in his attempt to control for the social desirability response 
on his questionaire. Certain studies (e. g., Edwards, 1959) 
--
have demonstrated that Edwards has been reasonably effective 
in controlling for the effects of the tendency to give nlook 
good" responses~ responses that may be termed udefensive.!' 
so individuals in the present study may have been unable to 
suppress the manifest expression of "high defensive" needs. 
A fourth possibility for explaining the obtained data 
is that, at least in the cuse of the aggression variable~ the 
effect of the tendency to respond 11 dlefensively 11 was somewhat 
distributed over both the Edwards and the daydreaming scales. 
'rhe sl'l.bjects may have been defensive in admitt;ing to frequent 
daydreaming about a.ggressi ve themes. Why this effect would 
not; infll'l.Emce the abasement variable is not known, and some 
previous research (Singer & l"lcCraven, 1961) has shown that 
at least some adults will admit frequent daydreaming about 
themes which reflect needs which are generally considered 
highly socially unacceptable. 'l'he possibility cannot be 
discarded, however, that defensiveness operated on the present 
fantasy scale to lower average scores for the aggression needt 
and that this suppresslon was also operating on responses to 
the EPPS need-aggression scHle. 
Fi.f'th, the effects of defensiveness may be influenced 
by subjects' ino.bili·ty to accurately recall the fr•equency 
w 1 th which they have experienced various daydreams. 'l' his 
explanation was discussed in the previous section; as was 
mentioned, there is no empirical evidence available at the 
present time which shows that individuals in general cannot 
recall their daydreams, but this topic has not been adequately 
explored. If mem.or•y was lndeed found to bo a large 
contributing factor in the obtained daydreaming scores on 
fantasy scalen, then the present stud:~ and many other such 
studies would tend to be invalidated. 'l'he methodology of 
the daydreaming scale, ·!.;hen, may have been a factor in the 
partla.lly negative ro8ults obtained in the present study. 
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A sixth factor which is very difficult to assess may 
have influenced the si•w of the correlation coefficients 
obtained in this resem:-ch. 1l'h:ts is that defensiveness may 
opertt:~e to suppress the overt oi' manifest expression of 
certain needs, but that this may be too simple or incomplete 
an explanation of the effects defensiveness may have on the 
lndi vidua.J.s eerct)ptions of his manifest behavioral tendencies. 
Individuals may be unaware of the presence of needs \llithin 
themselves. For example, it seems possible that an individual 
may be unavJare as to the nature and extent of his aggressive 
needs whether his overt behavior obviously reflects them or 
not. If ·this indi vidu.al' s overt behavior actually appea.rs 
to be aggressive in nat;.ure to others, and yet he is unaware 
of his a.cti()nS to the point of not admitting to mucb tenden-
cies in his responses ·i:io l!;f'PS items, then perhaps the 
fantasy expression and manifest (EPPS) expression of this 
need might not be hie;hly correlated. S11ch tm awareness 
factor, ·if it had been operating in the px•esent study, might 
have served to Qnduly suppress the size of certain of the 
obtained correlHtion coefficients Hhero la:Pger relationahivs 
r11:tcht truly exj_st. 
In terms of certain spec:U.'ic need variables, thE>~ 
present study is thought to have lent some empirico.l validity 
to theories which stress the 1.dea that daydreams sre the 
1.maglnative representations of the strength of need states 
within the individual. the drive-reduction theory of 
daydreaming InH.y have been supported in a liml ted trJay for the 
ce.ses of the affiliation and abasement need variables for the 
female subjects and for tho comb:!ned sample. As tvas discussed 
in Chapter I; low correlations micht be expected batl-Jeen. the 
fantasy and manifest need mensures in the cases of tbose 
needs for l.,Jhlch sati;;fsction may be achieved in. daydreams. 
Such results were found for the affil.iHtion and abasement 
variables. 
A~> the rev:tew of the li terfiture amply illustrated, 
any investit::.ation in the area of the relationship betHeen 
d&ydreaming and noeds must be exploratory rather than 
confirmatory in nature at the present time. I'his "state of 
tho science" is partially due to a lack of definitive studies 
in the area, and this lack appears to be due in turn to the 
difficul~ies involved in the measurement of the relevant 
variables. 
Limitation! .£! study !!1.£ suggestions ill further 
research. 1~ number of factors which appeared to be operating 
in the present study made explicit certain limitations of 
the degrAe to which the findines are generalizable. In 
terms of "the limited size of the sHmple of subjects used and 
in ter11w of the Sliimpllng procedure v.Jhich may have I'esulted 
in a non-random sample, the results of the study should not 
be incautiously zenerelized to the population of college 
Dtudents in g;ener8.l. It sE.~urw oven more probable that the 
results found in the present study would not apply to adults 
ln general, for a nun.ber of invest:i gators includ:i.ng }~dwards 
( 1959) have found large di.fferences on many psychological 
VHriRbles between college student samples and eroups of 
tlnselected adults. 
A l'WCond general 1irni ta.tion which rna:y appl;y to the 
r•efn..tlts of' this study is in terms of the uncontrolled and 
llnknown variables previou.sly discussed which ma~~ have 
:i.nfluenced the size and direction of the obtained data. 
'.l'ho present findin.r;t; W(ire suggestive of a nurnbel"' of 
topics for• further research on the l"elo. tionships between the 
manlfefJt o.nd ft-Antasy express i.on of needs. 
1. An attem1>t should be made to l'eplicate the pr·esent 
study, utilizing a 1urger· subject sam.ple and a 
new scEde of daydl'"•erunlng behavior witl:' items 
constructed to relute to all fifteen of the 
EP.PS need variables. 
2. Studies should be carried out to investigate the 
releti.onsl'J.ips bet\<.!een perforrn,;mce on the 
1~6 
duydreaml~g s calo and manifest. needs as measured 
by ra·tings of actual overt behavior. Such 
studies as these would also permit the investi-
t;;ation. of the inter•relationships between the 
modes of need expression and the effect;:.~ of 
defensiveness. 
3. the methodology of the pr·e~ent daydreaming scale 
should be further studied in terms of correla-
ting r{~s;,onsBs to thG scale with a journal of 
daydrem11ing in ~ large, rnlxed sample of 
subjects. 1'his woi.:\ld perrnit the assessment of 
th6 t~emory factor in recalling the frequency 
-vlith which daydreams of certain types ax•e 
exparlenced. P~rhaps it shall be found that 
the recall of daydreaming frequency is related 
to rep.r'ession; that is, pcr•ha.ps people will be 
found to forget most easily those daydr•earns 
~tJhich h~;we unaccovta.ble content. 
4. 'J:he relationshiiJB betvJeen. the fantasy and m.unifest 
expression of needs mit;ht profitably be studied 
in sllwlpJ.es of .subjects chHractElX'iz.ed b,y- various 
forms of hEJhavior· disord.ex•s. It is postulated 
that :,mch investigations might lead to the 
development of daydream scales as clinical 
instruments useful ln personality diagnosis. 
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5. Finally, the genesis of the relationship between 
daydreaming and needs might be studied by 
comparing individuals from different backgrounds 
and at different age levels for differences in 
patterns of needs and/or daydreaming. 'l'he 
genesis of daydreaming alone has been partially 
investigated by Singer and McCraven (1961), but 
their results do not relate to the question of 
the concomitant development of daydreaming 
and needs. 
V. SUMMARY 
The purpose of the present study was to investigate 
empirically the reli.tion.ship between the expression of the 
strength of needs in repor·ted daydreaming behavior and the 
expression of these needs on a scale of manifest needs. 
A sample of 29 male and 58 female undergradu~Ztte 
college students were administered the ll:dwards Personoi.l 
~reference Schedule and an experimental version of the Page 
F1antli4sy Scale. 'l'he latter was altered specifically to 
contain items relevant to daydreams expressive of the Edwards 
achievement, affiliation, abasement, and aggression need 
vari&~.bles. The El-PS Wtii.S ccndidered to be an objective 
measure of the strength of manifest need expression, while 
the daydreaming scale was thought to measure the strength 
of the fantasy expression of needs by asking the subjects 
to report on the frequency with which they experience certain 
daydream themes relev&nt to such needs. 
It was hypothesized th~t (l) there will be a signi• 
ficant positive relationship between the expression of needs 
in reported daydreaming themes and the expression of these 
needs on an objective measure of mar1ifest needs; and (2) the 
magnitu6e of this relationship will be significantly larger 
in the case of the more socially acceptable (low-defensive) 
needs (achievement and affiliation) than in the case-of the 
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less acceptable (high-defensive) needs (abasement and 
aggression). The results of the investigation partially 
supported the first hypothesis; significant positive fantasy-
manifest need relationships were found (for the female 
subjects and for the combined subject sample) in the cases 
of the achievement and aggression needs. 1l'he second 
hypothesis, that predicting lower correlations for those 
needs rated as high-defensive, was not confirmed by the data. 
1.l'he findings of the study ~Jere discussed in terms of 
their relationships to previous empirical studies and in 
terms of their partial support of theori~s of daydreaming 
which stress the function of fantasy as being the cognitive 
representation of need tendencies. 'J:he lack of support by 
the results for the "defensiveness hypothesis" and only 
partial support for the first hypothesis were tentatively 
explained in terms of errors of measurement and uncontrolled 
variables. 1'he present study was described as being only 
exploratory in an area of psychological investigation where 
little empirical data are available. Suggestions for further 
research in the area of the relationship between the manifest 
and daydream expression of needs were discussed. 
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Instructions: 'lhore are no right or wrone; answers as this 
is not a test. Rather, it is a questionnaire which deals 
with what people think a bout, daydi•ee.m, and imagine. lamest 
every statement I'epresents a daydream, reverie, imagination, 
or thought people have had. You are to read each staterpent 
carefully and then you should circle the number next to each 
statement which best descrlb0e how often the statement fits 
you. You should circle number. 
1· if you have never had such an experience or if the 
st{;tement does not Rpply to you at all. 
g,. if the ,, t& tement s>.pplies to yolJ_ only rarely. If you 
have had at least one such fantasy or thought, then 
you should use this category. 
J.. if the ~tat.ement applies to you sometimes, that is, 
that you experience such a. fantasy or thought every 
few months or so. 
_h. if the statement is frequently true for you, that is, 
that it is an e~perience you have about every week. 
2· if the statement applies to you very frequently, that 
is, more than once u week. 
Sometimes pecple ask about things they imagined or thought 
about often when they were younger, but which are not true of 
them fAnymore. If a stil.tement ep}:' lies to you in this ws.y, you 
should check number ~ or rarely. Please check a space for 
everx ste_tement .. 
1) 1 2 3 4 5 
2) l 2 3 4 5 
3) 1 2 3 4 5 
In my daydreams I heroice.lly save others, 
following a catastrophe. (Aff.) 
I daydream that I show up someone who is 
supposed t;,o lmmv more than I do. (Agg.) 
In my fantasies I physically hurt someone I 
can't stand. ( Agg.) 
4) 1.2 .3 4 5 Ldaydrewn of a reunion with a loved one, 
although this will probably never occur. (Aff.) 
.5) 1 2 3 !~ 5 I daydream that an accident occurs to someone 
6) 1 2 3 4 5 
7) 1 2 3 l1- 5 
8) 1 2 .3 4 5 
9) 1 2 3 L~ 5 
10) 1 2 3 4 5 
11) 1 2 3 4 5 
12) 1 2 J 4 5 
13) 1 2 3 4 5 
li~) 1 2 3 4 5 
15) 1 2 3 4 5 
16) 1 2 3 4 s 
17) 1 2 3 4 5 
18) 1 2 3 4 5 
19) 1 2 3 4 s 
20) 1 2 3 ~- ;; 
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I know and l atn very upset b;t it. ( Agg.) 
1 daydream that 1 tell someone off who misuses 
his authority. {Agg.) 
I daydream that I do something which gs.ins 
respect and recognition from others. (Ach.) 
I daydrearn that I give someone a taste of their 
own medicine~ (A~g) 
In f'ante.sy 1 1 recall u:np1 Etasf!nt th:lnu) that 
have happened to me. ( Aba.) 
I daydream that through good work I win approval 
of someone who had been critical of m~ efforts. 
(Ach.) 
In my fantasies I imagine that I am guilty of 
a c,reat sin. ( AbR.) 
I dn,ydrea.m the.t through my love I help someone 
become a better or more successful person. 
( Aff.) 
In fam.tasy, I shol>~ up someone who he.s 
criticized me unfairly. ( Agg.) 
l£1 fantasy, 1 have great wealth which I use 
to better the world. (Aff.} 
I imagine that I lotH3 control c>f myself and do 
something destructive. (Agg.) 
I daydream that somethin~ unexpected and 
fortunat;e he.ppens to me (such as winning of 
inheriting a great deal o1' money). (Ach.) 
I daydream that r defeat a rival and win out 
in !1. romance. (An'·"') . ~.Jt.J-. 
Irl tny fantasies, I man a macbine gun ttnd mow 
down enemy troops. (Agg.) 
I daydream that my present plans or projects 
~t~~ v_er.•y _s ucces_s_f'u.l, _and_ I become fs.rnous. (Ach.) 
I daydream that an accident befalls someone I 
dislike. (Agg.) 
21) 1 2 3 4. 5 
22) 1 2 .3 4 5 
23} 1 2 3 4 5 
I daydream that an i.Inportant ~er son discovers 
great potentialities in me. (Ach.) 
In my fantasies, 1 am at a social gathering 
where I have a verv o·ood tlme. ( Af'f.) 
" '-' 
In m.y fantasy, I see myself suffering hardsh:lp 
in order to win someone 1 s love. (Aba.) 
24) 1 2 3 4 5 In my fantasias, I am hurt or mutilated. (Aba.) 
25) 1 2 3 4 5 
26) 1 2 3 4 5 
27) 1 2 3 4 5 
28) 1 2 3 1~ 5 
In my daydreams I save someone's life from 
ruin. (Aff.} 
l dAydream thnt I hel~ prevent others from 
experiencing the troubles I have had. (Aff.) 
I daydream that I have a close and understanding 
friend. ( A.ff. ) 
I imagine that my fath~r and mother are not my 
natural parents. ( Aba.) 
29) 1 2 3 4 5 I picture old times with my friends. (Aff.) 
30) 1 2 3 4 s 
31) 1 2 3 h 5 
32) l 2 3 l.~ 5 
33) 1 2 3 4 5 
34) 1 2 3 4 5 
35) 1 2 3 4 5 
36) 1 2 3 4 5 
37) 1 2 3 4 5 
In my daydreams I help someone to achieve 
success or happiness. (Aff.) 
I ctaydrerun 1;hat good fortune befalls someone I 
care for; (Aff.) 
In my fantasies, I sacrifice my own happiness 
to ma.kP. ~orneone elHe happy. (Aba..) 
In my fant~.sy, I p:t>Rct:tce some skill that I am 
trying to learn. (Ach.) 
I daydream that I am a success in the field of 
:my choice. (Ach.) 
I i.mngine what life ~,1ould be like :i.f I had 
great wealth and luxury. (Ach.) 
In my fantasies, I picture what life in hell is 
like. ( Aba.) 
I daydrf'lam that I meet "the right person, tt who 
makes me completely happy. (Aff.) 
- --- ------
38} l 2 3 4 5 
39) 1 2 3 4 5 
40) 1 2 3 4 5 
41) 1 2 J l~ r" j 
42) 1 2 3 4 5 
43) 1 2 ~ l~ 5 "' 
44) 1231.~5 
45) l 2 3 4 5 
46) 1 2 3 4- 5 
47) l 2 3 L~ .J ::> 
48) 1 2 3 4 .5 
49) 1 2 3 4 5 
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1 daydream i:'hat 1 milke someone suffer inr..ensely. 
(Agg.) 
In fantL"tsy, 1 hold down a position of high 
pres t:tga and respect. ( .Ach.) 
In my fantasies, i·t seams tht.lt my parents do 
not ret:<.lly t<Jant me. {Aba.) 
l.n fan tusy, I defe::1 t an enemy soldier in a 
hand-to-hand encounter. (Agg.) 
I iraaglne doing away l~i th someone I cant t 
stand. (At;1~.) 
In my fu:1tasie;;, l have acq;..dr•ed a certain 
skill to perfection. ( Ach.) 
I imaglne the pun.ishment tha·c would follow if 
I did something that is disapproved of or 
unlawful. (Aba.) 
I daydrea...11 tha"l:; I have ce:ctain a.bili ties that 
no one suspects I have. (Ach.) 
In nw da~dreams I l become a bett;er .[JOI'SOn 
through suffering and aa.crifice. {Aba.) 
1 daydream that 1 save someone I care for from 
physical dtmger. L'\.ff.) 
1 daydl .. eam that I e.xcel in all my present 
activities. {Ach.) 
In my daydreruus I imagine how badly thin~s 
might have e;one in s. nitu~-tion °lihel.t &ctually 
turned out well. (Aba.} 
50) 1 2 3 4 .5 I daydream that I take r•evenge on someono who 
has hurt me. ( Asg.) 
.51) 1 2 3 4 5 I have the fantasy of doing something that 
nobody else has boen ablo to do. (Ach.) 
52) 1 2 3 Lt. 5 When s orne one IIJ.Q.kes me unhappy, 1 daytlream. that 
a :misfortune be_falls me, and ·the per•s.on who 
hurt me now regrets having done so. (Agg.) 
53) 1 2 3 4 5 I daydream that 1 am an excellent dancer. (Ach.) 
54.) 1 2 3 4 5 
55) 1 2 3 4 5 
56) 1 2 3 4 5 
57) 1 2 3 4 5 
58) 1 2 3 4 5 
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In my fantasies, 1 understand and help others 
with their problems. (Aff.) 
I daydream that by some fortunate event I 
succeed in my undertakings. {Ach.) 
In fantasy, I arn unwanted and held in low 
regard, when something happens which leads 
othera to envy me and want my approval. (Aba.) 
If I acted out my daydreams, I would do 
foolish things. (Aba.) 
In my fantasies, I see the destruction of the 
world. ( Agg.) 
PlEASE INDICA1'B your Age ___ Present Year in College ___ 
8 
Major F'ield of Study Cumulative G. P. A. ____ _ 
G. P. A. last semester Sex Marital Status ------ ---- ----------
* On the Appendix copy, the need variable represented 
by each item is noted at the end of the item. 'lhis was not 
done on the actual experimental scale. 
